Evolution of information production processes (IPPs) can be described by a general transformation function for the sources and for the items. It generalises the Fellman-Jakobsson transformation which only works on the items.
In this paper the dual informetric theory of this double transformation, defined by the rankfrequency function, is described by e.g. determining the new size-frequency function. The special case of power law transformations is studied thereby showing that a Lotkaian system is transformed into another Lotkaian system, described by a new Lotka exponent. We prove that the new exponent is smaller (larger) than the original one if and only if the change in the sources is smaller (larger) than that of the items.
Applications to the study of the evolution of networks are given, including cases of deletion of nodes and/or links but also applications to other fields are given.
I. Introduction
The informetrics of information production processes (IPPs) can be described via the so- where denotes the density of the sources in item density j: this is the continuous extension for the classical = number of sources with j items and we let also be limited to a maximal item density (see also Egghe (2005) but there a ; here we use a general a since we have an application of this case -see further). A classical example is the law of Lotka, where f is then a decreasing power law; this case will also be considered after the general theory. where denotes the inverse function of g. It is clear from (3) that 1 g − ( ) g r denotes the item density in the source on rank density r: this is the continuous extension of the discrete rankfrequency function where = number of items in the source on rank r and where T denotes (also in the continuous setting) the total number of sources.
( ) g r
The equivalence of the functions f and g is seen as follows: (3) Egghe (2005) ). It is also well-known (see Egghe and Rousseau (1990) or Egghe (2005) ) that, in case f is a decreasing power law (i.e. Lotka's law), g is the so-called law of Mandelbrot (which we will describe in detail below).
In Egghe (2004) , see also Egghe (2003) one studies positive reinforcement of IPPs, where one applies a transformation on the function g i.e. g is transformed into , where has certain properties, e.g.
ϕ ≥ x for all x and ϕ strictly increasing. In Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 , the connection of positively reinforced IPPs with linear 3-dimensional informetrics (i.e. the composition of 2 IPPs) is highlighted and the concentration properties of these positively reinforced IPPs are indicated using the theorem of Fellman and Jakobsson -see Fellman (1976) , Jakobsson (1976) ; see also Egghe (2006) .
In Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 and Egghe and Rousseau (2006a) , a transformation of g in the following sense has been studied: In view of the above it is clear what to do: the transformation ϕ above, in its full generality, works well to describe changes (dynamics) of items. So "all we have to do" is to introduce another transformation, called ψ below, in order to describe the changes (dynamics) of the sources.
In the next section the second transformation ψ will act on the rank densities r. So, instead of the transformation
we will generalise (6) as follows:
so that also the source rankings are transformed. This very general model (7) will be studied in the next section and its equivalent size-frequency function will be calculated.
* f
In Section III, the results obtained will be applied to Lotkaian systems and to transformations and of power law type. Also in this case the equivalent size-frequency function will be calculated thereby extending the results in Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 and Egghe and Rousseau (2006a) .
ϕ ψ * f Several applications of these results are described in Section IV. The applications go from general IPPs to countries or city size distributions, database distributions or (as initiated by V.
Cothey) network distributions and their dynamics (evolutions).
II. General evolutionary model for IPPs
Let us have a first system (IPP) given by ,
[ ] ( ) * * * r g r → To allow for the largest possible freedom of evolution of the first IPP into the second we allow for a transformation of the source densities as well as of the item densities as follows:
we define
Formula (8) 
where as above (and assuming ( )
Proof:
By the defining relation (3) 
for all ,
Hence, by (9), we have
Differentiating both sides of (15) with respect to j yields:
hence, by (10): (11) 
Proof:
This is trivial since and by (10).
' 1 ψ = This special case was already recovered in Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 
III. Power law transformations in Lotkaian IPPs
Now the obtained results will be applied to Lotkaian IPPs where ϕ and ψ are transformations of power law type.
Lotkaian IPPs are IPPs where we have a decreasing power law for the size-frequency function f:
( ) In this Lotkaian framework, we will also use (increasing) transformations ϕ and ψ of power type: as follows from (8).
We will now evaluate the form of the transformed size-frequency function . By (11) 
Since f is Lotkaian (18) we have (19) and (20) 
Substituting (29) in (28) 
Now use (24) yielding
Note that the expression between [ ], by (29) and (31) Let , and f be as in (18), (23) Let , and f be as in (18) Instead of (19) we now have -see Egghe (2005) 
it follows from (11) We have the following trivial but important proposition.
Proposition III.2:
In the notation of above, we have
Proof:
We only prove (i); the proof of (ii) and (iii) is similar. By (33):
The interpretation of this corollary is important: Corollary III.2 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the evolution of Lotkaian IPPs to result in higher or lower (or constant) Lotka exponents. In terms of sources and items this means, by (23) Summarising Section III, we have proved that power law transformations and yield a
Lotkaian IPP with exponent δ as in (33) In the next section we will discuss some (theoretical) applications.
IV. Applications
IV.1 No sources are destroyed or created but one has that items can be destroyed (example:
no nodes in a network are destroyed or created but one has the destruction of some inlinks). Here in (23), clearly. We can assume that the destruction of items follows a random sample in the items, hence sources with a large number of items have a higher probability for an item deletion, the probability being proportional to the source's size. This implies c 1, 0 B in (24) (B being 1-sample probability (for destruction)). In this case we have (33) and (34) is an equality since b 1 = .
We hence refind Lotka's law with the same α .
IV.2 No sources are deleted (destroyed) or created ( but in a large source, items are deleted more than proportional to the source's size. Now we have and B must be choosen small enough to yield less items. Hence (33) yields . Indeed
which is correct since and . Now we experience higher exponent values in Lotka's law (34) and again the result is exact since
IV.3 No sources are destroyed or created ( but items are destroyed preferably from low-item sources: and B must be taken small enough (and certainly ) so that we have less sources. The same argument as in IV.2 now yields .
The same result ( was already found in Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 in case of positive reinforcement (and again no sources are destroyed or created:
): now and B large enough to have more items. Again, as above, we have , as already found in Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 . In Egghe and Rousseau (2006a) Then it is obvious from (33) and (40) An example is given in Rosen and Resnick (1980) on the distribution of city sizes.
Here one has the ambiguity of the definition of "city". One can use urban places, legal cities or urban agglomerations. In Rosen and Resnick (1980) In a way, this result generalizes IV.3 and IV.4 as well as Egghe (2003 Egghe ( , 2004 and Egghe and Rousseau (2006a) (in the latter article the number of cities remains unchanged).
IV.7
Other examples of or δ can be constructed based on given parameter values A, B, b, c and giving further insight in the dynamics (evolution) of IPPs. We note, as in Egghe and Rousseau (2006a) , that the given models of source/item creation present a non-stochastic form of general "Success-Breeds-Success" (SBS) principles.
